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BOOK 1: D100 DUNGEON

If you have the first printed book of D100 Dungeon, the following details should be amended in your printed books. The text in  red
details which is to be modified. The second printed book has already been updated and you do not need to do anything further.
  

PAGE TABLE DETAILS OF ERRATA

25 - -5/-10 Skill - Roll 1d10 for a random skill and deduct the bonus shown from the skill even if it would score a
negative value, for instance “-10 Skill” applied to a skill with a current bonus of +5 would give the skill a final
bonus of -5 and this would deduct from the characteristic used for all tests using that skill.

31 A Result 46-48 (Off Hand) TARGE SHIELD: Change fix cost to 25gp.

46 G (78) LOCKED CHEST – Test: Dex -5 [S: Roll on table TA-10] [F: -1 pick, +1] (Locks, Lucky)

38 E Result 83 Demon Lord: change [K] result to “Table P2/I/W+20/TB”.

53 P HAND/PAW: Add 15gp to GP box.

54 Q Result 1-2 DUNGEON TRAINING 1: change [E:+50gp] to  [S:+50gp]

57 S CONTROL: Do not roll for the monster’s reaction for the remainder of the combat, it will always attack.

58 TA BREW OF FINER DEF: Drink to gain +2 Def on a Monsters next Damage roll.

58/59/60 TA/B/C Add to the second row at the top of the tables after the “Treasure” text, the following:
  

* When rolling during the “Search the Market” step, these results are re-rolled.
  

Change the following results in the results columns by adding an asterix *
  

TA TB TC

1-3* 4-6* 16-46*

16-46* 16-46* 47-49*

56-58* 62-64* 74-76*

83-85* 80-82* 80-82*

  

STICKERS
It is recommended to carefully make the adjustments in your book with a black pen. However, some players might prefer to print labels
that attach over the text in their books. Print this page to a high quality full size label sheet and print actual size to make sure that the
labels fit your books. Cut inside the dotted lines.

PAGE 25

-5/-10 Skill - Roll 1d10 for a random skill and deduct the bonus shown from the skill even if it would score a
negative value, for instance “-10 Skill” applied to a skill with a current bonus of +5 would give the skill a final
bonus of -5 and this would deduct from the characteristic used for all tests using that skill.

Table A Table E Table P

25gp Table P2/I/W+20/TB 15gp

Table G (78) LOCKED CHEST – Test: Dex -5 [S: Roll on table TA-10] [F: -1 pick, +1] (Locks, Lucky)

Table Q DUNGEON TRAINING 1    Enc mod:-40    [S:+50gp] [F:- ½gp]
Enter the dungeon and Loot 3 Parts from the Monsters there.



Table S CONTROL: Do not roll for the monster’s reaction for the remainder of the combat, it will always attack.

Table TA BREW OF FINER DEF: Drink to gain +2 Def on a Monsters next Damage roll.

Table TA * When rolling during the “Search the Market” step, these results are re-rolled.

Table TB * When rolling during the “Search the Market” step, these results are re-rolled.

Table TC * When rolling during the “Search the Market” step, these results are re-rolled.

Please note: Stickers are not supplied for the addition of asterix * on tables TA-TC and these should be marked in pen.

ACCESSORY 4: SPELL CARDS

The spell “Control” has now been updated, please use this card to replace the one from a previous
version. If you use card sleeves it can easily be printed and tucked in front of the old card; otherwise, you
may like to print to an adhesive label and stick over the old card, or remake it entirely. In a future release

for D100 Dungeon, from The Game Crafter this card will be supplied and can be swapped out.

Glue and fold before cutting on the dotted line.


